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Abstract: Image change detection is a technique that evaluates images of the similar scene obtained at 

different times to classify the changes that may have happened among the multitemporal images.It has been 

found that the existing technique suffer from various issues such as poor visibility, complex background images, 

etc. Also, the existing techniques are computationally poor, that means take more time to evaluate the change in 

remote sensing images. It is also found that the existing techniques perform poor when objects are inherently 

like each other.Therefore, in this research work, a novel remote sensing image change detection technique is 

designed and implemented. Initially, we have considered the pre-processing of images to enhance the visibility 

of these images and to resize these images. Thereafter, a k-nearest neighbor algorithm is used to segment the 

remote sensing image. Finally, change detected in remote sensing images are classified. The proposed and 

competitive remote sensing image change detection technique is designed and implemented in the MATLAB 

2015 software with the help of image processing toolbox. It is found that the proposed technique outperforms 

the competitive techniques in term of various performance metrics. Also, the good computational speed shows 

that the proposed technique is applicable on real time remote sensing imaging systems. 
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I. Introduction: 
Remote sensing is the variety of more knowledge about globe types of surface and also event utilizing 

receptors definitely not within physical exposure to types of surface and also event connected with interest. 

Remote sensing involves the mission prepare and also selection of receptors, the reception, recording and also 

digesting connected with indication information and ultimately the research into the resulting data. This varieties 

of Remote sensing methods existing tend to be just like aerial taking pictures, multispectral, effective and also 

inactive microwave. At present. The info content of merely one image is bound through the spatial and also 

spectral res with the imaging system. Twenty years of all the challenges, the rural sensed images tend to be 

researched typically with regard to a number of apps including Territory handle distinction, Change detection, 

water excellent overseeing, Way of measuring connected with marine work surface temp, Compacted snow 

survey, Supervising connected with atmospheric elements to help geological interpretation. 

Region detection is used for detecting the changed and the unchanged regions in an image. Usually, the 

region detection for change occurrence can be approached using supervised or unsupervised methodologies. In 

supervised techniques, a set oftraininpatternsis required for classifier learning. In reality, it is difficult to have 

data containing spectral signatures of changes from which traincan be generated. In unsupervised techniques, 

there is no need of trainingdata.Thus, the approach may be thought of as a clustering process to discriminate 

changed region from unchanged one. To obtain better results, semi supervised methods can also be considered. 

According to the semi-supervised method, a mixture of data say a small amount of labeled data with large 

amount of unlabelled data is foundto be effective in producing significant improvement of learning accuracy. 

Once the region of change is detected by applying any of the aforementioned approaches, it is essential to 

identify the unit of change and its associated class. This may be obtained by formulating region map to reflect 

the changes happened at different time stamps. 

“The sensing of environmental changes that uses two or morescenes covering the same geographic area 

acquired over a period oftime”.So that you can obtain ideal success and achieve the best alter prognosis, distinct 

spatial, temporary, spectral in addition to radiometric details problems should be realized for those alter 

prognosis methods. A common record, such as, would come with the examples below problems: 

The actual devices must have very similar accurate and turn into related - essentially, the details will be 

by the exact same sensor / probe, in that way lessening sensor / probe radiometric wedding band differencing in 

addition to problems relating to spatial decision, in addition to decreasing the need for substantial image 

calibration; 
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 The actual images must be by the exact same holiday or maybe year or so, per date, to be able to 

consider photovoltaic lighting position consequences in addition to minimize variations in in season. 

Illustrations or photos must be co-registered or maybe  fixed to higher when compared with half pixel exactness, 

or maybe 0.5 RMSE (Root Signify Rectangle Error), to minimize spatial balanced out in addition to distortion 

consequences linked to the mathematical enrollment process made use of; in addition to 

 

II. Literature Survey 
Celik et al. (2010)[1]displayed sign proportion DI from multiple resolutions using DTCWT. Bayesian 

patience with EM based mostly parameter calculate has been conducted pertaining to Gaussian assumption. The 

binary switch recognition map inside every subband is formed. The particular intra plus inter level mix is 

employed to help help the performance. Gaussian document idea is quite normal plus boundaries usually are 

approximated using famous EM procedure. Iterative EM parameter calculate technique may possibly meet in 

regional the best possible and are also remarkably reliant on the primary values.  

Heng-Chao et al. (2015)[2]proposed a strong not being watched CD technique using Gabor wavelet 

representation. Gabor wavelets usually are useful to sign proportion difference impression (DI) from multiple 

machines plus orientations. Features usually are discriminated in improved plus unrevised lessons by making 

use of a couple of degree clustering algorithms. This particular cascading algorithm criteria includes wooly c-

means clustering together with the next degree local neighbors rule.  

Zanetti et al. (2015)[3]details problems come across when costing this boundaries of the Rayleigh-Rice 

combination solidity inside multitemporal images. Advancement of the CD road directions can be purchased 

utilizing the submission in the situation vulnerable technique although normally takes far more calculation time.  

Vicinanzaet al.(2015)[4]. Writers used a couple of distinct dictionaries, one for every single photo type. 

A experiments reviewed inside this have indicated substantial quest for rare dependent methods. Even so, 

although SR algorithm may be revealed to possess comparatively superior effectiveness still there is actually 

necessity for progress inside the book construction Also, this has been found many of the present photo 

combination algorithms have high computational price when it comes to information breaking down. 

Mamta et. al. (2009)[5]applied the actual Hard Arranged Principle, to handle imprecision on account of 

granularity with the structure with the satellite image. The target is just how your choice system needed for any 

administered explanation, is done regular as well as free of unnoticed attributes. That they in contrast the final 

results involving undertaking property protect explanation with the LISS-III picture pertaining to Alwar 

(Rajasthan) region by the hard collection, artificial neurological cpa networks, as well as rough-fuzzy theory.  

Wei et al. (2015)[6]. This exhibits the necessity for further investigationto this algorithm. Most of these 

efforts focused on pan sharpening using spectral scarcity to fuse data from multispectral, panchromatic and 

hyper spectral images depending on the necessity. And the method utilized either supervised or unsupervised or 

semi supervised approaches for carrying out the intended tasks 

Henrik Aanes et. al. (2016)[7] proposed a method regarding pixel-level satellite television on pc 

photograph mix produced completely a model with the imaging sensor. By simply pattern, the particular 

recommended method spectrally consistent. It really is suggested how the recommended approach wants 

regularization, because happens for virtually every method for this specific problem. Any structure regarding 

pixel local community regularization will be presented. The following structure allows the particular system 

with the regularization in the goes along perfectly with preceding logic with the photograph data. particular 

intensity-hue-saturation method revisited as a way to acquire further awareness of the benefits the particular 

spectral steadiness has for an photograph mix method. 

Zhu et al.(2017)[8] The cost-free along with open entry to all archived Landsat illustrations or photos 

throughout  offers wholly modified the clear way of employing Landsat data. Lots of fresh switch discovery 

algorithms depending on Landsat period string are developed Most of us current an all-inclusive evaluation of 

four main reasons of switch discovery research depending In addition, a number of the widely-used switch 

discovery algorithms were furthermore discussed. As a final point, many of us assessed distinct switch 

discovery uses by means of splitting these types of uses in to two classes, switch target anchange agent 

detection. 

 

III. Proposed Algorithm 
3.1 The Whole Process Structure 

The full flowchart of the proposed technique is found in Shape 1. Soon after clustering by way of 

SOM, the two of these images tend to be compared. After that, quite a few rough in one piece areas tend to be 

obtained. Through these areas, quite a few impression obstructions tend to be chosen randomly. The initial step 

is definitely to remodel each and every pixel from the impression based on the mapping method using these 

impression blocks. After that, the particular SAR impression is definitely converted in the visual characteristic 
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place pixel by way of pixel from the maps technique, as well as also, the particular visual impression is 

definitely converted in the SAR characteristic space.  

 

3.2 SOM Clustering and Block Selection 

In this particular paper, each and every pixel is considered to be element in the image, and the 

proposed, as well as the recommended change prognosis technique is conducted within the pixel level. Simply 

by clustering p, they might be broken into numerous loads, as well as the p in exactly the same whole lot have 

got related characteristics. SOM clustering is needed predominantly pertaining to picking impression 

obstructions in the in one piece areas all of us detected. Your input node is definitely linked to the being 

competitive level neurons by way of loads, as well as the neurons tend to be linked to the adjacent neurons. 

Your nodes of the input level depend upon it biological materials, the particular input data. The volume of nodes 

is the same as how many the dimensions of the particular input data. Your result level can be a topological 

construction composed of a small grouping of neurons, how many that is scheduled in order to 100 (10 _ 10). 

SOM adapts the particular loads of the system adaptively via it biological materials, as well as the blueprint is 

definitely the following: 

𝑤𝑖(𝑡 +  1)  =  𝑤𝑖(𝑡)  +  𝛼(𝑡, 𝑁)[𝑥 − 𝑤𝑖(𝑡)]………. (1) 

The following, i will be the neuron index. The learning amount is usually a purpose of it time t and the 

topological length, and the will be it sample. will be measured based on the earlier benefit. These parameters can 

be acquired through the procedure in . This end result level inside the skilled multi-level can easily but not only 

determine the category associated with an insight mode, and also replicate the approximate submitting in the 

insight data. Thus, the insight files is often grouped dependant on particular characteristics. 

 

 
Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed method for remote sensing image change detection. 

 

3.3. Image Mapping Method 

Many of us can modify images based on the bought images blocks. There is some heterogeneous 

images, images pre and post the case, symbolizing Experimental Images1 and 2, respectively In heterogeneous 

images, a number of p get pretty close ideals with pre-event images, though his or her affiliated pixel dreary 

ideals are usually more or less diverse with post-event images, even though they may not be afflicted with the 

actual event. This really is predominantly the result of noises results along with variations in photograph mode. 

It is actually difficult to compare them straight away to discover changes. A picture modification from the initial 

characteristic living space to another is performed . The style will be changed into an equivalent characteristic 

living space because post-event photograph to get lead comparison. 

The mapping method is shown in Figure 2. In this mapping method, the first step is that the k p are 

usually chosen on the in one piece regions. All these k p to be used to get modification are usually regarded as 

potential ideals of your maps pixel. Your p which have the nearest dreary cost to the maps pixel are employed 

estimate the actual missing credit ideals, for example the pixel dreary cost with pixel dreary cost in the SAR 

characteristic space. If your identified credit cost is incredibly near the coast 1 living space, it's missing part 

needs to be nearby the affiliated section of the style also. As a result, the nearest Neighbors are located based on 

the identified credit, as well as missing credit will be filled through the heavy regular of your  neighbour pixels. 

The strategy employs the actual heavy regular of your 𝑘local similar pixel opportunities because maps 

anticipations coordinates. Images 1 along with 2 are usually depicted with one another's characteristic living 

space respectively, this sort of their pixel dreary ideals is usually compared. 
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Figure 2. The process of image mapping. 

 

 this optical aspect space or room, good recognized features, including the Euclidean mileage plus the In line 

with the Euclidean mileage difference in the pixel placement, kingdom local pixel factors [46,47] inside space 

or room are only, next the reliable Neighbors are generally picked out good pixel gray worth difference. 

The pixel gray difference ideals are generally classified to get selection. A real difference is actually received 

good corresponding placement of Picture 2. The body weight worth is actually received by way of a real 

difference value. The following could be the pixel applying equation: 

𝑦 𝑖 =  =𝑘
𝑠 1  𝑤𝑗𝑦 𝑗 ………. (2) 

The place 𝑘  can be the number of selected pixels  The actual parameter  is the𝑦 𝑖  is the k pixels‟ value, and 𝑦 𝑖  is 

the transformed value,  that is viewed as your pixel gray value with an additional characteristic space. The 

burden  can be acquired by the equations below: 

𝑤𝑘 = 𝑒−𝑑 𝑘  

−𝑑 𝑘 =
| 𝑦𝑖−𝑦𝑘  |

𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑘 =| 𝑦𝑖−𝑦𝑘  |
………. (3) 

Where 𝑒−𝑑 𝑘   can be the ratio of a couple of Euclidean distances. The actual numerator is the Euclidean range 

involving the pixel to get developed along with the chosen pixel. The actual denominator is the greatest extent 

Euclidean miles involving the  𝑘 pixels with the pixel to get transformed. 

The actual predicted pixel bleak value can be acquired by means of the space, along with the Euclidean range 

with regards to is the developed pixel bleak value. 

𝑑𝑖
𝑐 =  (𝑋𝑦 𝑖

− 𝑋𝑥𝑖
)2 + (𝛾𝑦 𝑖

− 𝛾𝑥𝑖
)2,1≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛………. (4) 

 

Where𝑦 𝑖  and 𝑥𝑖where and both represent space locations.  𝑋and 𝛾and  represent the abscissa and ordinate, 

respectively, in the coordinate system. n is the total number of pixels in the image. Parameter 𝑦 𝑖  is the predicted 

space area, and 𝑥𝑖  represents the career within the various other images. Where c =1 or c = 2,the real difference 

beliefs will be assessed the following: 

𝑑𝑖
1 = | 𝑦 𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖  | 

𝑑𝑖
2 = | 𝑥 𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖  |………. (5) 

 

Can be𝑑𝑖
1 the difference value regarding the changed Impression 1 and also Impression𝑑𝑖

2. A acquirement 

associated with would be the in contrast process. Both are this pixel big difference values regarding the 

additional function space or room along with the changed function space. Ultimately, i will add the difference 

graphics [48]. It is due to this formula below: 

𝑑𝑖 = 𝑑𝑖
1 + 𝑑𝑖

2………. (6) 

 

When dependent on a single pixel exclusively, chances are it will trigger an incorrect detection. Having said 

that, if we make the opposite modification, this pixels throughout Impression 2 are usually from the function 

space or room associated with Impression 1. Many pixels throughout Impression 2 that have close up values 

could be deeper to the pixels throughout Impression 1. Therefore, in the event that the difference value 𝑑𝑖
2 is too 

large, the difference value 𝑑𝑖
1the difference value 𝑑𝑖

2 are often more as well as a lesser amount of slightly 

smaller. In this case, this sum of  𝑑𝑖
2and also  are not also large. That fusion process may utilize the details of the 

two function places to control noises [49]. 
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3.4 Sample Selection 

This section introduces the best way to pick out education trial samples to get reliable trial samples plus 

a beneficial experienced network. This label chart many of us attained ahead of contained appropriate music 

labels many bogus music labels, particularly unreliable ones. The larger the reliability of the actual selected 

education label is actually, the more appropriate the actual direct result connected with the practice can be. 

Suppose that the price of any education label inside label chart is actually 1 knowing that this specific pixel has 

a area connected with 𝑛 × 𝑛, since found within Shape 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Different label neighbor information and sample selection according to the threshold. (a) All the 

labels are the same as the central pixel label. (b) All the labels are different from the central pixel label. (c) More 

than half of the labels are the same as the central pixel. (d) 

 

Expenditures with labels aren't the same as the particular core pixel. Obviously, should the pixel 

grayish principles with this town are all 1, and then the value of this particular content label is definitely reliable. 

Alternatively, when additional pixel grayish principles with this town are all 0, then a core pixel may be known 

as some sort of sounds point. Thus, the volume of pixel labels with this town similar to core pixel can be used 

some sort of parameter for us to gauge if the test is definitely trustworthy or perhaps not. It could be evaluated 

using the adhering to formula: 
𝑄(𝑝ƹ𝜂 𝜖𝑁𝑖𝑗 ɅΩƹ𝜂 =Ω𝑖𝑗 )

𝑛×𝑛
> 𝛼………. (7) 

Where 𝑝ƹ𝜂 the neighborhood and 𝑝ƹ𝜂 is the particular pixel with it. Watts represents the particular pixel label.  

Ωƹ𝜂  is definitely the Neighbor pixel content label , and𝑤𝑖𝑗  is definitely the core pixel label. 𝑄(𝑝ƹ𝜂𝜖𝑁𝑖𝑗ɅΩƹ𝜂 =

Ω𝑖𝑗 )Signifies the volume of the particular pixel labels identical to your core pixel. 𝜂  is neighborhood size. 

Thus, 𝛼 indicates precisely town p similar to the particular core label. Parameter𝛼 must be fixed appropriately. 

Whether it's too large, the particular picked biological materials may be an inadequate number of, that can tight 

on variety to get coaching the particular network. Even so, whether it's fixed too small, lots of biological 

materials will be chosen. Numerous incorrect labels will be picked, caused in additional improper coaching 

results. 

 

IV. Results Of Proposed Approach 
This proposed algorithm is actually tested for various images. This algorithm is used utilizing various 

overall performance indices likeMean squared error (MSE), Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), Root mean 

square error (RMSE), Bit error rate (BER), Average difference (AD), Entropy . 

As displayed within beneath given statistics, we are evaluating final results of various images. As 

results display that our proposed strategy email address details are superior to existing approaches. 

 

4.1 Experimental set-up 

So as to implement proposed algorithm, style as well as implementation have been completed in 

MATLAB utilizing image digesting toolbox. To get your house mix approval, most people have designed 

strategy in which even comes close next to many well-known image enhancement techniques available in 

literature. End result shows that our proposed strategy gives much better results as compared to existing 

techniques.  

Table 4.1 is actually expressing the many pictures which are used with this investigation work. 

Figure4.1 is actually shows the many pictures which are found in proposed work. Images are made along with 

their formats. All the pictures are generally associated with probably similar form as well as surpassed so that 

you can proposed algorithm. 
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Table 4.1 is showing the various images which are used in this research work. 
Image name Extension Size in K.Bs 

image 1 .jpg 29.5KB 

image 2 .jpg 57.3KB 

image 3 .jpg 41.0KB 

image 4 .jpg 63.0KB 

image 5 .jpg 505KB 

image 6 .jpg 8.24KB 

image 7 .jpg 33.7KB 

image 8 .jpg 140MB 

image 9 .jpg 129KB 

image 10 .jpeg 10.7KB 

image 11 .jpg 12.1KB 

image 12 .jpg 5.86KB 

image 13 .jpg 10.4KB 

image 14 .jpg 15.1KB 

image 15 .jpg 24.5KB 

 

4.2 Visual analysis 

This section contains experimental results of proposed work. The overall section contains the original image, 

Dominant brightness analysis level, AHE, Color Normalization and Frost Filter results. 

 

 
Figure 4.1Visual analysis (a) Actual remote sensing image (b) Land slide image, (c) Results obtained from 

the existing techniques, and (d) Results obtained from the proposed technique 

 

 
Figure 4.2 Visual analysis (a) Actual remote sensing image (b) Land slide image, (c) Results obtained 

from the existing techniques, and (d) Results obtained from the proposed technique 
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4.3 Performance Analysis 

This section is actually accustomed to show this efficiency analysis among existing and proposed techniques. 

These kinds of parameters are important portion of the digital image processing. On this several boundaries are 

employed existing this efficiency associated with proposed approach provides improvement over the present 

algorithm. 

 

1. Average Difference (AD) 

Average difference [AD] is simply the average of the difference between the original image and final image. It 

is given by using Eq. (4) 

                                                AD =  
1

MN
   f i, j − f′(i, j) 

N

j=l

M

i=l

                                               (1) 

In Eq. (4), f i, j  represents the original (reference) image and f’(i, j) represents the distorted (modified) image 

and i and j are the pixel position of the M×N image. 

Average DifferenceFamily table 5.6 is displaying the particular marketplace analysis research into the Average 

Difference. Since Average Difference is required to be lessened; thus the principle aim is to slow up 

the Average Difference about possible.  Table 5.6 has got certainly proven that will Average Difference is much 

less within our case and so the proposed algorithm has demonstrated sizeable success more than the accessible 

algorithm. 

 

Table 1. Average Difference 
Image AHE Results Proposed Results 

Image 1 9.5661 7.5265 

Image 2 9.2508 7.2008 

Image 3 9.9212 7.8812 

Image 4 9.1494 7.1294 

Image 5 9.1147 7.947 

Image 6 9.2515 7.2215 

Image 7 9.7614 7.8461 

Image 8 9.8961 7.8661 

Image 9 9.7824 7.7424 

Image 10 9.4273 7.3873 

Image 11 9.2666 7.2266 

Image 12 9.6476 7.6176 

Image 13 9.4450 7.3850 

Image 14 9.4312 7.3812 

Image 15 9.5826 7.5426 

 

 
Figure 1.Ana1ysis of average Difference 

 

Figure 1 is showing the particular relative ana1ysis of the Average Difference. While Average Difference is 

required to be minimized; thus the main objective will be to limit the Average Difference just as much as 

possib1e. The idea displays much better final results when can rival existing methods.  

 

2. Entropy:Entropy-Entropy has a quantity which is much needed to illustrate the pictures including number 

information specific coded from compression algorithm. Low entropy pictures which usually contains maximum 

dark sky including minimum contrast and massive amount of pixels. The picture is actually complete flat having 
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an entropy value equal to zero as well as compressed to a relatively small size. Whereas, high entropy pictures 

like heavily cratered space on moon have great contrast and cannot be minimized. 

𝐸 = − 𝑝 𝑖 log(𝑝𝑖)𝐿−1
𝑖=𝑜         (2) 

Whereas p (i) is probability with pixel having brightness i. High entropy value provides large amount 

information details contained in picture. 

EntropyTable 2.is showing the comparative ana1ysis of the entropy. As entropy needs to be c1ose to 1, therefore 

proposed a1gorithm is showing better results than the avai1ab1e methods asentropy is c1ose to 1 in every case. 

 

Tab1e 2. Entropy 
Image AHE Results Proposed Results 

Image 1 1.1948 1.0787 

Image 2 1.2488 0.9919 

Image 3 1.3395 0.9995 

Image 4 0.9989 0.7827 

Image 5 1.3581 1.0349 

Image 6 1.1317 0.9961 

Image 7 1.4088 0.9933 

Image 8 1.3994 1.0915 

Image 9 1.2445 1.0415 

Image 10 1.4183 1.0458 

Image 11 1.1390 0.9949 

Image 12 0.9985 0.9048 

Image 13 1.0587 1.0078 

Image 14 1.2225 0.9944 

Image 15 0.9981 0.8599 

 

 
Figure 2. Entropy 

 

Figure 2 is showing the particular relative ana1ysis of the Entropy. While Entropy is required to be 

c1ose to a single; thus the chief goa1 will be to manage Entropy whenever you can to be able to c1ose to be able 

to one. They have clear1y found in which theEntropy is far more near one. 

 

3. Bit Error Rate 

Table5.5 can be demonstrating the actual comparative analysis of the BIT ERROR RATE (BER). 

When BER must be minimized; to ensure the primary aim can be to diminish the actual BER about possible. 

Table5.5 features plainly found how the BER can be minimum in the example of the actual recommended 

formula as a result recommended formula can give superior final results in comparison with the available 

methods. 

 

Table 3 Bit Error Rate 
Image AHE Results Proposed Results 

Image 1 0.0770 0.0601 

Image 2 0.0765 0.0555 

Image 3 0.0774 0.0589 

Image 4 0.0772 0.0591 

Image 5 0.0682 0.0412 

Image 6 0.0685 0.0445 

Image 7 0.0643 0.0475 

Image 8 0.0777 0.0439 

Image 9 0.0607 0.0495 

Image 10 0.0778 0.0470 

Image 11 0.0689 0.0454 
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Image 12 0.0826 0.0409 

Image 13 0.0724 0.0649 

Image 14 0.0559 0.0474 

Image 15 0.0886 0.0658 

 

 
Figure 3. Analysis of bit Error Rate 

 

Figure 3  is actually exhibiting a comparison research into the BIT ERROR RATE (BER). As BER 

should be minimized; and so the main goal is actually to lower a BER around possible. It's got obviously 

revealed in which minimal value from the BER. 

 

V. Conclusion: 
In this research work, initially, we have reviewed recently designed and implemented remote sensing 

change detection techniques. It has been found that the existing technique suffer from various issues such as 

poor visibility, complex background images, etc. Also, the existing techniques are computationally poor, that 

means take more time to evaluate the change in remote sensing images. It is also found that the existing 

techniques perform poor when objects are inherently similar to each other.  

Therefore, in this research work, a novel remote sensing image change detection technique is designed 

and implemented. Initially, we have considered the pre-processing of images to enhance the visibility of these 

images and also to resize these images. Thereafter, a k-nearest neighbor algorithm is used to segment the remote 

sensing image. Finally, change detected in remote sensing images are classified.  

The proposed and competitive remote sensing image change detection technique is designed and 

implemented in the MATLAB 2015 software with the help of image processing toolbox. Extensive experiments 

are carried out by considering benchmark images. It is found that the proposed technique outperforms the 

competitive techniques in term of various performance metrics. Also, the good computation speed shows that 

the proposed technique is applicable on real time remote sensing imaging systems. 

This work can be extended by considering following directions 

1. ACO and Type-II fuzzy based image enhancement can be used for pre-processing tool for remote 

sensing image change detection. 

2. The proposed technique can be extended to enhance the change classification using machine and deep 

learning techniques. 

3. Additionally, one may extend this technique for remote sensing image surveillance systems. 
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